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Abstract : In recent times, different authors have been invented various image encryption schemes using chaotic map and
these schemes are better than conventional image encryption schemes. Encryp- tion of Image is one of the good techniques
that maintain the confidentiality of images over online data transmission. This article concentrates on different chaotic
based image encryption scheme. Each of these scheme describe that there algorithms are best to protect from different
statistical at- tacks and also secure from unauthorized access. By comparing and analyzing the different chaotic based
image encryption scheme, it evaluates the performance of security analysis and also focuses on the merit and demerit of
these schemes.
Keyword– Chaotic Map, Encryption algorithm, Security Analysis, merit and demerit of dif- ferent schemes
1 Introduction
Digital images cover the major portion of data that is being exchanged over communication network. When digital images
are personal or confidential a high level security has to be provided. Here Im- age Encryption performs a most important
job for implements image security and for this reasons image encryption process is used for protected image from
unauthorized access. There are various techniques which are discovered by different authors that encrypt the images and
make them secure. This article describes the literature review on those existing work, which is implement by different
authors. There are some security and performance issues most of the image encryption scheme. So there is a need to
compare each scheme to determine which method is suitable for the application. This paper also describes and compares
the different security analysis of different papers. There are different security analysis such as correlation coefficient,
number of pixel of change rate (NPCR), unified average changing intensity (UACI), and entropy. This report also focuses
on research gap (if any exist) of different papers.
For implementing security, essential information needs to be protected from unauthorized access (confidentiality),
protected from illegal change (integrity) and accessible to an authorized users when it is needed (availability). Here
information may be data, image or any confidential data. In this article, main focus on digital multimedia information such
as digital image. The image encryption schemes are divided into two distinct groups: (a) Chaos-based selective or nonselective methods and
(b) Non-chaos selective methods. In some scheme, the chaos based functions are used to produce random sequence.
Image encryption has broad applications on online communication, multimedia systems, biomed- ical system and protect
military imaging systems. Each type of multimedia information has its own properties such as high correlation among
pixels and high redundancy. Many techniques should be used to protect secret information such as image from illegal
access.
The motivation behind this research is the ever-increasing need for harder-to-break encryption and decryption algorithms
as the computer and network technologies evolve. It is believe that by propos- ing the chaotic -based encryption and
decryption algorithm, it will help to reduce the relationship among image elements by increasing the entropy value of the
encrypted images as well as lowering the correlation.
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The aim of the image encryption is to construct secure and efficient algorithm. Unfortunately, it is often the case that
various algorithm that are designed are not secure in practical life. The primary objectives of the research work are to
perform different algorithm’s security analysis and focus on how to enhanced security of the image encryption .
2 Chaos Function
The mathematical models of nonlinear systems are developed by Chaos functions. These chaos func- tions offer several
interesting properties. These functions produce iterative values, which are fully random in nature but restricted between
bounds.
After any value of iterations, convergence of the repetitive values can never be seen. The Chaos functions have maximum
sensitivity to the primary conditions.

(a)

The first chaos function is the logistic map [1] and is defined as:
Xi+1 = µ × Xi × (1 − Xi),

(1)

where 3.57 < µ ≤ 4 and 0 < xi < 1, and x0 ∈ (0, 1) is considered as a secret boundary value.

(b)

The second chaos function is the Henon map [8] and is defined as:
H(x) = xn+1 = 1 + yn − a.x2
= yn+1 = b.xn

n

(2)

where a ∈ [1.07, 1.4], b = 0.3.
(c)

The third chaos function is the Arnold cat map [6][7][9][10] and is defied as:

xJ = (x + t.y) mod N
yJ = (m.x + (t.m + 1)y) mod N ()

(3)

where x, y, xJ, yJ 0, 1,
∈ 2,{ ...., N 1 , t and −m are
} positive integers, x and y are the pixel coordinates of the
original image, N is the size of the square image, xJ and yJ are the pixel coordinates of the generalized
Arnold scrambled image.

(d)

The fourth chaos function is the intertwining logistic map [2] can be described as below:
xn+1

= [µ × k1 × yn × (1 − xn) + zn] mod 1
1

yn+1 = [µ × k2 × yn + zn ×
zn+1

1 + x2

] mod 1

= [µ × (xn+1 + yn+1 + k3) × sin(zn)]n+1
mod 1
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where k1,k2 and k3 are secreat keys.

(e) The fifth chaos function is the Rossler Chaotic map [7] that are defined below:
x˙ = −y −
zy˙ = x +
a.y
z˙ = −b + (x − c)z

(5)

For a = 0.1, b = 0.1 and c = 14, there is an apparent chaotic attractor.
These chaos functions are used to generate random phase masks. Logistic map is one-dimensional chaos functions.
The Henon map, Arnold map are two-dimensional chaos function. The intertwining logistic map and Rossler
chaotic map are three-dimensional chaos function.
3

LITERATURE REVIEW
Image Compression and encryption scheme based on 2D compressive sens-ing and Fractional Mellin
transformation

Nanrun Zhou [1], Haolin Li, Di Wang, Shumin Pan, Zhi hong Zhou have presented this scheme.
The 2D compressive sensing {χ =

Σn

α .ψ }
i=1 i i

and non linear FrMT are combined and produce

this scheme that achieve compression and encryption simultaneously. The two dimensional nonlinear FrMT on
image ( hear f(x,y) is an input image) can be defined as.

In this scheme, original image are measured by 2D partial Hadamard matrix, which are controlled bylogistic map.
According to non - linear FrMT, the image consider as circle domain with outer and inner radius. The N number
iterative transformation applied between outer and inner radius and the image is encrypted. Using the inverse
process of FrMT and the Newton Smoothed to Norm (NSL0) are used to the image is decrypted. The parameter x01
and x02 are two keys are applies to create measurement matrix.
A novel image encryption scheme using chaos and Langton’s Ant CellularAutomation
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Xingyuan Wang [2] and Dahai Xu have presented this scheme based on Langton’s Ant Cellular au- tomation
concept where ant moves on 4 direction (up, down, left and right) and movement of the ant are controlled by
intertwining logistic map. Determine the position of the plain image’s pixels in the scrambled image according to
the position where the ant stays at each time. This scheme use the piecewise liner chaotic map to diffuse the image.
The piecewise linear chaotic map defined as

To scrambled the image, apply piecewise linear chaotic map and secret key on each pixel posi-tion(pixel
position get from ant movement) using following equation.

The scrambled images are encrypted.
Reversible integer wavelet transform for the Joint of Image Encryptionand Watermarking
Bin Wang [3] proposed a new scheme where he embedding watermarking into the image using re- versible integer
wavelet transform. He actually encrypted the image using chaotic map and integer wavelet transform. The integer
wavelet transform are used to process the image by obtaining two coefficients which are describe below.

(9)

The coefficients l and h is defined as transformed coefficients and using these two coefficients deter-mine the new
coefficients as
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and here lJ is diffusing the coefficients l once by the logistic chaotic orbit using the following equation

Cl(i) = l(i) ⊕ Orbit(i), i = 1, 2, ..., M × N

(11)

where M × N defined the size of the image, Orbit(i) is the chaotic map and Cl(i) is the cipher image.Bin Wang
then divide the security of the image into two sections - one is image encryption and other
image water marking. The inverse integer wavelet transform is used to obtain the diffused coefficient from encrypted
image. The inverse integer wavelet transform defined as

This coefficient is used to embedding watermarking by histogram modification.
A color image encryption algorithm using 4 - pixel Feistel structure andmultiple chaotic system
Wang Yao [4], Xiao Zhang, Zhiming Zheng, Wangjie Qiu describes this scheme where they used color images.
For better statistical and diffusion properties, they used 4 - pixel Feistal structure and functions that based on two 3
D chaotic maps. The 4 -pixel Feistal structure defined as

Here chaotic maps generated the key k1 ,k2 ,k3 ,k1J ,k2J ,k3J and f, f J are diffuse function which are
used for image encryption. The proposed scheme divided into 3 level - 1st level is the basic level based on chaotic
maps that are used to create round function, the 2nd level is the intermediate level define the block operation using
rounding function and the 3rd level is the final level where key is used to encrypt the color image.
Cryptanalysis of a new image alternate encryption algorithm based onchaotic map
Wun - She Yap [5], Raphael C. - W. Phan, Wei - Chuen Yau, Swee - Huay Heng proposed this scheme. They first convert
m x n image into victories form, then the image column wise divided into two equalsize block, one is called left half
block h1 and the other is called right half block h2.Then compute h4and h3 using the following ways.
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h4 = h1 ⊕ h0
h3 = h2 ⊕ h

(14)

where h=reshape(R,m,n) and R is the input image. Then concatenate h3 and h4 and constitute the image again.
This division of the block referred to as round function. The pixels positions are shuffled when left half of the block
exclusive or with right half of the block. The chaotic function generate the secret key. Using this key and T times
round function, the image is scrambled. The scrambled imageis encrypted.
Chaotic map - embedded Blowfish algorithm for security enhancement ofcolor image encryption
Lahieb Mohammed Jawad [6], Ghazalli Sulong proposed this scheme. The image first divide into M
N blocks
and each
block
with
N
N
pixels.
Then
set
N
=
N
N
.
Get
first
8
pixels
and
store
in
vector
X. Then
1
×
×
×
Split X into two equal parts named Right-Part(RP) and Left-Part(LP). The F-function is used for improving the
security level of the image encryption in enhanced BA is comprised of 4 secret keys with the output of exclusive or
(XOR) -ing between LP and secret key. The four-dimensional hyper chaotic map within the new F-function is
expressed as,

x˙ = a.(y − x)
y˙ = b.x + c.y − x.z −
d.wz˙ = x.y − d.z
w˙ = x + h

(15)

where a, b, c, d and h are constant parameters, and x, y, z and w are the outputs values of the XOR-ing between LP and
secret keys. Chens chaotic map uses 8 input variables in which the first 4 variables are the internal inputs and the
rest are the outputs of XOR-ing. Furthermore, the XOR operation uses the output of the Chens map as the input
variables with the 4 secret keys sequentially. The final output of the F-function having a length of 32-b (4-pixels) is
XOR-ed with the RP of the sub-blocks. Finally, each LP and RP results are swapped in the subsequent iteration by
applying newer 4 keys. At the end of iteration 4, the final output of LP and RP is swapped once again. The same
procedure is implemented for the next 8 pixels until all pixels in the block are completed.
Blowfish is a keyed symmetric block cipher which includes a large number of cipher suites. BA is divided into
key expansion and data encryption part. The key expansion of BA begins with the P(permutation) - array and
S(substitution) - boxes. The P - array consist of 18-sub key of 32 - bits each (P1, P2, ..., P18) and S-boxes consist of
the four 32 -bits which are

S1(0), S1(1), ..., S1(255)
S2(0), S2(1), ..., S2(255)
S3(0), S3(1), ..., S3(255)
S4(0), S4(1), ..., S4(255)
The 64 - bits image divided into two sections 32 - bit each, one is called left block and other is called right block.
The first left block XOR with P -array and right block xor with next P - array and shuffled left and right sub blocks.
This process continues on next 18 rounds. The final output of the F - function which is S - block having a length of
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32 - bit (4 - pixels) is XOR with left and right sub - block and then pixels are shuffled with Arnold cat map. Then
finally image is encrypted.

Image encryption based on Multi - dimensional Chaotic Maps
Nidhi S Kulkarni [7],Balasubramanian Raman, Indra Gupta proposed this scheme. They separate each pixel from the
image. Then confuses the relationship between adjacent pixels using Arnold cat map
in the spatial domain. The Arnold transform design the pixel matrix of digital image by the process of clipping and
splicing. Apply several iteration on Arnold transform, a completely disordered image are generated. The Arnold
transform only confuses the sequences of the pixels in the image remainsunchanged even after scrambling. Here S
is the Scramble matrix. The sub matrix X is then used to generate a chaotic matrix, CM of the size of the image,
using

The generated matrix is called chaotic matrix because all the row vectors are the outcome of Rossler chaotic map.
The matrix changes completely with the change in initial condition or parameters of the Rossler map. The image
scrambled then exclusive or with the chaotic matrix to obtain a partial encrypted image that are describe below
PC(i, j) = CM (i, j) ⊕ S(i, j) where (i, j) ∈ [1, 256], where S is the Scrambled matrix

(17)

The final encrypted image matrix C, is obtained by

C(i, j) = PC(i, j) ⊕ C(i − 1, j − 1) ⊕ C(i − 1, j) ⊕ C(i, j − 1)
C(1, :) = PC(1, :) and
C(:, 1) = PC(:, 1)

(18)

An image encryption algorithm based on the perturbed high - dimensionalChaotic map
Xiao Jun Tong [8], Zhu Wang, Miao Zhang, Yang Liu, Hui Xu and Jing Ma describe the above scheme. For
implementing high security about encryption, they design a perturbed high - dimensional Chaos technique. The
image is perturbed using Henon map. Also they generate a separate new cat map for implementing Confusion diffusion process. The new cat map describe below

F (x) = 4.x.(1 − x), x ∈ [1, −1]
Q(x) = c.x2 + d
h(x) = a.x + b, a 0,
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from three equation determine that , h

Q =

F

h namely

a(c.x2 + d) + b = 4(a.x + b)(1 − a.x − b) where b = 0.5, c = −4, d =
0.5
The map h(x) and the new chaotic map can be expressed as

Then they divide the image into several parts; the parts can overlap with each other. For each part, the separate cat
map is used to permute. The control parameters of cat map are increased to enlarge the key space and improve the
security. Apply the confusion process using separate cat map algorithm and then apply the diffusion method to this
confusion image. The diffusion function describe as

Ci = [(S1(i) + Ii) mod N ] ⊕ Ci−1

(20)

where Ci is the ith value of cipher text, Ii is the ith value of plain text, N is the number of imagepixels. After some
round function, save the encrypted image. To decrypt the image use reverse diffusion method which is described as

Ii = (Ci−1 ⊕ Ci + N − S1(i)) mod N

(21)

Image Encryption Based on Pixel Shuffling with 3D Chaotic System
Asia Mahdi Naser Alzubaidi [9] describes this scheme. This scheme changes the position of each pixel of image
using block scrambling where a image is divided into 16 sub blocks and each block rotate into 90 degree clockwise
direction. Using 2D Arnold chaotic map, the relationship between the neighboring pixels is changed. Here Arnold
cat map also use for shuffling the pixels of color image and to perform extra security of cipher system. Then apply
one by one row -wise and column - wise shuffling methods to change the image pixel positions which are defied as

where I(X,Y) is the input image and R(X) is summation of all elements in x row of I image and C(Y)issummation of
all elements in y column of I image. Using 3D Arnold cat map generate three secret keys for R,G and B component
using the following equation
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where 3.53 < λ < 3.81,0 < β < 0.022, 0 < α < 0.015. These three secret keys exclusive or withRGB component
of the image and the image is scrambled and scrambled image is encrypted.
Quantum image encryption based on generalized Arnold transform anddouble random - phase encoding
Nan Run Zhou [10],Tian Xiang Hua , Li Hua Gong ,Dong Ju Pei, Qing Hong Liao proposed this scheme. Here
they define the quantum image where the color information and the corresponding position information of every
pixels are stored into the corresponding quantum states, respectively. According to the flexible representation for
n n
quantum images, suppose M is a classical image of size 2×
2 , M|is the storage of the whole quantum states for a
grayscale image, the quantum image representation can be expressed as:

where θ = (θ0, θ1, ..., θ22n−1) is the vector of angles encoding colors, |g(y, x) encodes the color information of
quantum image |i = |yx = |y |x = |yn−1yn−2...y0 |xn−1xn−2...x0 encodes the corresponding positions of the
quantum image, |yn−1yn−2...y0 encodes the first n-qubit along the vertical location information |while xn−1xn−2...x0
encodes the second n-qbits along the horizontal location information and n is the number of quantum bits required for
encoding.
Applying the vector of angles encrypts the color information of a quantum images. The doublerandom phase encoding technique are used for further image encryption to the original image by
applying two statistically independent random - phase masks and Fourier planes. The double random
- phase encoding technique are describe below

where f (x, y) is the plaintext image, while g(x, y) is the cipher image. Here (x,y) and (u,v) denotes the spatial plain
and the Fourier plain coordinates, respectively, φ(x, y) and ϕ(u, v) denotes two whitenoise sequences in input phase
and Fourier phase, which are uniformly distributed from 0 to 1. The random-phase masks exp[j2πφ(x, y)] and
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exp[j2πϕ(x, y)] as the keys are generated by two white noise sequence. The above equation describe the encoding
and decoding procedure. Here FFT and FFT − 1 represents the Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform,
respectively.
The image is scrambled using Arnold transformation and the scrambled image is encrypted.
(a1)

(a2)

(a3)

(b1)

(b2)

(b3)

(c1)

(c2)

(c3)
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(d1)

(d2)

(d3)

Figure 1: Some examples of image encryption
(a1) Original Image Lena, (a2) Image after encryption, (a3) Image after decryption, (b1) Original
Image Baboon, (b2) Image after encryption, (b3) Image after decryption,(c1) Original Image
Barbara, (c2) Image after encryption, (c3) Image after decryption, (d1) Original Image Peppers,
(d2) Image after encryption, (d3) Image after decryption
Table 1: Comparison Table of different scheme

Author
Nanrun
Zhou
citeNanrun

Approach
Compressive
sensing,
Fractional Mellin, transformation, Logistic map,
Double random phase
encryption
Xingyuan
Langton’s Ant Cellular
Automation, Intertwining
Wang [2]
Logistic map, PWLCM
Bin
Wang Watermarking, reversible
integer wavelet transfor[3]
mation, Chaotic maps, histogram modification
Wang Yao Multiple Chaotic map, 4
[4]
- pixel Feistal structure,
color image encryption
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Merit
For large key space, it
protect image from brute
force attack, noise attack

Research Gap
Not determine NPCR and
UACI value

Better NPCR and UACI
value

If key space is small, it suffers from brute force attack
Larger key space, this
UACI value is not betmethod protect brute force ter, not determine Entropy
attack, it has better NPCR value
value
Using 4 - pixel Feistal
For small key space value,
structure provides the pos- the algorithm may be sufsibility of speeding - up fer from brute force attack
using the parallel computing on multi - core computer
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Wun-She
Yap [5]

Chaotic map, round func- Impossible differential attion, column - wise di- tack, protect image from
vided into2 equal size block divide and conquer attack

Not determine
UACI value

Lahieb Mohammed
Jawad [6]

Blowfish
algorithm,
Chaotic map, dynamic S box, XOR operation, P array

Not determine UACI and
NPCR value

Nidhi
S Arnold cat map, Rossler
Kulkarni
Chaotic map, XOR opera[7]
tion
Xiao
Jun High dimensional chaotic
Tong [8]
map, Perturbation, Confusion - Diffusion structure

Higher security, lower correlation and the highest entropy suggest for the safe
image storing and transmission
Easy to represent, For
larger key space protect
brute force attack
Better NPCR, UACI value,
For larger key space to resist brute force attack

NPCR,

Not better NPCR and
UACI value

The algorithm required
huge number of floating
point calculation, so when
take absolute value, some
information is lost
Asia Mahdi Row - column wise shuf- NPCR value is better, UACI value is not betNaser
fle, 2D Arnold cat map, color image encryption
ter, not determine Entropy
Alzubaidi[9] Image encryption, Chaotic
value
theory, 3D logistic map
Nan
Run Arnold transformation, For larger key space proNot determine NPCR,
Double random - phase tect brute force attack
Zhou [10]
UACI value.
Entropy
encoding, Quantum image
value is not better
encryption
4. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical analysis attack is a traditional measure to crack, which is useful for some classical encryp- tion. A good
scheme should make the encrypted image confusing enough so that an unauthorized user cannot get any
meaningful information from a statistical viewpoint. This requires the algorithm has good randomness and chaos
can be a nice choice to meet that. Here, we describe some important factors of statistical analysis such as key space
analysis, the histograms, correlations of two neighbor- hood pixels, the information entropy, plaintext sensitivity
(NPCR and UACI).
Key Space Analysis
The sensitivity analysis and the key space of a good image encryption scheme describe that the scheme is protected
from the brute - force attacks. Here the key space is the sum of distinct keys which can be used in encryption.
Histogram of encrypted images
Histogram is one of the most essential statistical features of the images, which is repeatedly used to determine
the performance of image encryption schemes. An encryption scheme converts a plain image into cipher image
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with comparatively low correlations of neighborhood pixels. The result of the histogram analysis gives the better
result if it is distributed uniformly.
Correlation of adjacent pixels
The coefficient of correlation of the adjacent pixels is another essential statistical attributes of images. Two
neighborhood pixel’s correlation of a meaningful image is approximately to 1, while a valuableencryption scheme
should make sure that the correlation of the cipher image is much poor than that of the plain one. The coefficient
of correlation can be determined by

To measure the correlation of two neighborhood pixels in the x- direction (horizontal), y-direction (vertical) and zdirection (diagonal) are evaluated randomly from meaningful image and translated
(cipher) image, correspondingly.
Information Entropy
In 1949, Shannon was first proposed Information Entropy concept. It is one of the arithmetic axioms that reflects
the unpredictability and the randomness of an information source. It is a very important concept in information
theory that can describe the degree of disorder of a system.

where S is the source, L is the number of bits to represent the symbol Si, and P (Si) is the probabilityof the symbol
Si.
Plain text sensitivity
In general, the unauthorized user may take a small change (modify only one pixel) of the translated image and then
observes the change of the result. In this way, he may not be finding out a meaningful relationship between the
original image and the translated image. A major change in the translated image, if any one slight alter in the
original image, regarding diffusion and confusion properties, then the different statistical attacks would turn into
very inefficient and almost useless.
There are two common factors were used for different statistical analysis: NPCR and UACI. NPCR means the
Number of Pixels Change Rate of the translated image that changes the single pixel of meaningful image. UACI,
which is the Unified Average Changing Intensity, evaluates the average intensity of the dissimilarities between the
meaningful image and translated image.
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where c1 and c2 are two images with the same size W × H (W is column and H is row) and L is the maximum intensity of
the image. If c1(i, j) = c2(i, j), then D(i, j) = 1; otherwise, D(i, j) = 0.

5 Comparison analysis
This paper compare several existing schemes. Especially, the image Lena being the standard image in most image
encryption algorithms is considered here for fair comparisons. The NPCR , UACI and Entropy of the encrypted images are
computed with other existing schemes, and the results are furnished in Table 4.
Table 2:NPCR , UACI and Entropy of different images

Image encryption algorithm

NPCR

UACI

Wang and Xu’s scheme [4]
Xiao J. T.’s scheme [8]
Tong et al.’s scheme [2]

99.6307
99.69223
99.6922

33.5664
33.35227
33.35814

Entropy of Cipher Image
7.9993
7.99998
7.9999

6 Conclusions
The strongest security scheme is important to store and express digital images. Therefore, Cryptogra- phy is very essential
to provide secrecy and security in opposite to statistical attacks and other types of attacks when images are swapped
between two parties on the online communication channel. This article focuses a review of survey literature on 10 different
image encryption/decryption techniques. Each scheme is distinct in its own way and this makes it suitable for many
applications. In daily life huge number new techniques are invented, so fast and secure traditional encryption scheme
should work with high value security. This survey provides a way to realize the different aspects that are used for image
encryption.
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